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Below are the charts of the December Chicago, Kansas and Minneapolis wheat futures. Notice anything
different? The main difference is we have seen Minneapolis wheat rally since the beginning of Sept. One
factor helping support the rally into Oct is on Sept 30th the USDA cut its forecast for the 2016 spring
wheat harvest based on concerns supplies will be tight this season, buoying prices for the top-quality
grain and boosting its premium to lesser grades of wheat. Excluding durum, the USDA lowered their
forecast to 534 million bushels from 571 million previously.We may see a higher demand for quality
wheat because of lower US harvest concerns and quality issues elsewhere in the world, despite a plenty
supply of wheat overall. There may be a bullish argument for Minneapolis wheat, but Kansas and
Chicago are still trending lower.
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Canola has been somewhat in a sideways to upward trend for the last month. I’ll reiterate what I said
last month on how if the January canola futures close above $480/ton and stay there, I would consider
that positive for the price and $500/ton could be in sight. However, $480/ton is a clear ceiling that it
hasn’t closed above since back in July. I have added option protection for clients to make sure they are
at least 20% protected with options if they haven’t sold much off the combine. The main reason is
options can give you a floor price in your hedge account, while still leaving your cash side able to
increase if canola futures go back to $500/ton or greater. The most common questions I get is how
much do these options cost AND do I lose the premium I pay if canola goes higher? First off, the option
cost (premium) depends on what level you want to protect your canola at and for how long. For
example, today to protect out until January at the $475/ton level would cost around $15/ton. Now if
canola futures go up, your cash side will increase and you still have your floor protection in. Instead of
holding your protection in if the futures increase you can sell the protection to regain a portion of your
premium and look at protecting higher up.

Canola January futures contract:
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In Sept, corn traded between $3.30-$3.40 a bushel until the last two trading days we have seen a 15
cent move higher. Inventories of corn on Sept. 1 were 1.738 billion bushels, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture said in a report last Friday. The average estimate of analysts in a Bloomberg survey were
1.754 billion. Use of corn over the previous three months climbed 9.2 percent from a year earlier, the
agency said. Soybean stockpiles also trailed forecasts as use rose 55 percent compared with the same
period last year. U.S. corn and soybean exporters have seen increased demand after adverse weather
hampered crops in South America. Low prices for the grain could be enticing livestock producers to
increase use of the commodity in feed for animals. The $3.40 level is important for the December corn
futures contract to close above and stay before I would be bullish on prices longer term.

Corn December futures contract:
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As for hogs, a major concern for the industry is whether there will be adequate slaughter capacity this
fall. The Hogs and Pigs report last week said that the inventory of market hogs by weight group was:
180+ pounds up 4.1 per cent; 120-179# up 3.7 per cent, 50-119# up 1.9 per cent and under 50 pounds
up 1.7 per cent. The average of pre-release trade predictions was for the breeding herd to be up 0.6 per
cent and the market hog inventory to be up 1.1 per cent. There were 607 million pounds of pork in cold
storage at the end of August. That is 1.4 per cent more than the month before, but 7.1 per cent less
than a year ago. Trends on the futures have been drifting lower and lower with no bottom in sight. I’ve
had protection on since July for my hog operations and have been adding accordingly.

Lean Hogs December futures contract:
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For the last six months the Canadian Dollar December futures have been in a sideways trend. The low in
September was $0.75325 on the 27th. Next day we saw over a 1 cent increase on news that OPEC is
going to limit the production of oil by nearly a million barrels per day to 32.5 million bpd. We could see
this as putting a floor on oil and see it move higher. In turn, an increase in oil could pull up the Canadian
Dollar, but given the current sideways trend I wouldn’t be too worried about seeing $0.80 or higher
anytime soon.

Canadian Dollar December futures contract:
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PI Financial Corp. is a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. The risk of loss in trading commodity interests can be
substantial. You should therefore carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition.
In considering whether to trade or the authorize someone else to trade for you, you should be aware of the following. If you
purchase a commodity option you may sustain a total loss of the premium and of all transaction costs. If you purchase or sell a
commodity futures contract or sell a commodity options you may sustain a total loss of the initial margin funds or security
deposit and any additional fund that you deposit with your broker to establish or maintain your position. You may be called
upon by your broker to deposit a substantial amount of additional margin funds, on short notice, in order to maintain your
position. If you do not provide the requested funds within the prescribe time, your position may be liquidated at a loss, and
you will be liable for any resulting deficit in your account. Under certain market conditions, you may find it difficult to
impossible to liquidate a position. This is intended for distribution in those jurisdictions where PI Financial Corp. is registered as an
advisor or a dealer in securities and/or futures and options. Any distribution or dissemination of this in any other jurisdiction is strictly
prohibited. Past performance is necessarily indicative of future results.

